Lindsay Windows
or Andersen Windows

Which should I order for my new home?

Let’s look at the facts,

not the perception caused by millions of dollars spent on advertising

WINNER

ENERGY

Which window will retain the heat in my home during the winter and keep the heat out in the
summer? They both will, but Lindsay Windows will be 26% more efficient! Andersen windows have
a .34 U value and Lindsay has a .27 U value. This is the number which rates energy efficiency for
the entire window and is used by all governing entities to measure energy efficiency.

GLASS

Lindsay uses Super Spacer (no metal) between the panes of glass which is the warmest and best
spacer system on the market. Andersen uses a metal spacer which conducts heat and cold.
Lindsay has the highest argon retention because of the dual spacer on the glass seal.
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WARRANTY

Lindsay has a lifetime warranty on EVERYTHING! This includes the glass and every part on the
window. Andersen has a 20 year warranty.

Andersen

SECURITY AND WINDOW SEAL

Lindsay

Lindsay has a multi point lock which locks the window in 3 places (top,center,bottom) with only one
locking lever. Andersen has one lock which only locks the window in the center.

WEATHERSTRIP

Lindsay has 3 pieces of weatherstrip. Andersen has 1 piece. The more weatherstrip the better the
seal and this is why Lindsay’s has the lowest air infiltration rate.

SCREEN

Lindsay screen is kept in place with hidden screen retainers. Andersen has 2 screen retainer clips
which don’t look very nice. Andersen screens rattle, Lindsay screens do not. Try the Lindsay
sample and try the Andersen sample to see for yourself.
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MAINTENANCE

Lindsay Windows are vinyl so no staining is required. It will not rot, rust, warp or be subject to
damage if the window should get wet. Andersen Windows are wood and subject to rot and warping.

NAME RECOGNITION.

Andersen

Andersen wins this one! Andersen spends millions on advertising each year which you the
customer pay for. Lindsay only spends a few dollars because they put their money in their product
so the customer gets the best value.
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It may be nice to say you have Andersen windows UNTIL
the facts are checked – then you’ll know you paid more for
Andersen windows, but received far less for your money!

